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Abstract

Grain crushing is of essential importance for understanding the mechanical behavior of granular materials such as sand, gravel 

or broken rock under higher pressures. In order to investigate the breakage mechanism of a single grain under different loading 

conditions, numerical simulations are carried out using DEM. Two different types of boundary conditions are considered to apply 

displacement-controlled load: loading using platens and loading by uncrushable macro-grains. A 2D crushable macro-grain is built 

up from a large number of micro-grains which are connected with respect to breakable parallel-bond properties. The response of 

the crushable macro-grain for different coordination numbers and location of the contact points is discussed. The numerical results 

show that the type of loading condition can influence the loading capacity and fragmentation patterns of the crushable macro-grain.
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1 Introduction
The strength and breakage mechanisms of grains are of 
great importance for the mechanical response of granu-
lar materials under higher stress levels. Experiments show 
that grain crushing of a grain assembly under compression 
is dependent to a great extent, e.g. on the mineral com-
position, local defects of the micro-structures, the grain 
shape and grain size, the state of weathering, the grain size 
distribution, the initial packing density and the micro-me-
chanical parameters of the granular material [1–3]. Grain 
crushing causes a change of the grain size distribution, 
the grain shape, the critical void ratio and the limit void 
ratios [4, 5]. The fragmentation patterns of each individ-
ual grain are also influenced by the coordination number 
and location of the contact points [6]. The investigation of 
such factors of influence in laboratory experiments is dif-
ficult and usually limited to macroscopic considerations. 
Numerical simulations using the discrete element method 
(DEM) offer the opportunity for gaining a deeper under-
standing of the grain crushing mechanism under different 
loading conditions.

For DEM simulation of crushable grains, the so-called 
replacement method and the bonded agglomerates method 
are two common concepts proposed in the literature. In the  

replacement method, when a grain failure criterion is met, 
the original grain is replaced by a predefined number of 
smaller grains [7, 8]. The fitting of the volume with the 
smaller grains follows a predefined rule. A main critical 
aspect in this method is the fact that the replacement of the 
corresponding grain by smaller grains is either character-
ized by loss of solid mass, e.g. [9], or change of the equilib-
rium state because of an additional local pressure, which 
appears when the replaced grains do not fit precisely into 
the space of the corresponding grain before crushing [7]. 
In the agglomeration method, the crushable macro-grain 
is built up from a large number of micro-grains, which 
are connected by breakable bonds [10–16]. When grain 
fragmentation takes place, the resulting broken parts can 
show different shapes depending on the individual load-
ing condition. The failure criterion between individual 
micro-grains is checked, using the assumed strength cri-
terion of the bonds. In this method the refined simulation 
of the process of grain crushing is only limited by the 
maximum number of the micro-grains which can be taken 
into account depending on the capacity of the computer 
used. For instance, Bolton et al. [10] used only 378 crush-
able grains, consisting of less than 50 micro-grains each.  
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The bonded agglomerates method is also used in this 
study. In a forthcoming paper, for oedometer simulations, 
the combination of two methods (the replacement method 
and the bonded agglomerates method) is aimed to use. 
However, when we study on accurate model the under-
standing of the fragmentation patterns and crushing of 
agglomerates in a single grain is an important requirement. 
For this reason, in this paper, the behavior of macro-single 
grain crushing tests under different boundary conditions 
and loading cases are numerically investigated using the 
discrete element method. 

The objective of this paper is to simulate the effect of 
the loading condition on the loading capacity and grain 
crushing pattern of a single 2D crushable macro-grain 
under compression. The influence of the loading condition 
is investigated for two different boundary types: loading 
with platens and loading via uncrushable macro-grains. 
The DEM simulations are carried out using the Itasca 
Particle Flow Code. This paper is organized as follows: In 
the Section 2 the macro-grain generation and parallel-bond 
contact properties are discussed. In Section 3 the loading 
conditions and different boundary types are introduced. In 
Section 4 numerical results in the form of load displace-
ment diagrams and grain fragmentation patterns are dis-
cussed. Conclusions are given in Section 5.

2 Crushable macro-grain generation
The generation of the crushable macro-grain consists of 
the following steps: the macro-grain is generated by a ran-
dom distribution of micro-grains filling the domain defined 
by the radius of the macro-grain. It can be noted that the 
random distribution of micro-grains takes into account 
a certain inhomogeneous micro-structure of the mac-
ro-grain. The finalized shape of the unsmooth surface of 
the macro-grain depends on the ratio of the diameter of 
micro-grain to the macro-grain and of the location of the 
micro-grains along the boundary of the macro-grain. The 
diameter of the micro-grains is chosen such that the result-
ing macro-grain should contain enough micro-grains to 
simulate the fragmentation process adequately. In partic-
ular, the crushable macro-grain with a diameter of 5.2 cm 
is filled with 524 micro-grains with a diameter of 0.2 cm 
and density of 2.65 g/cm3. In 2D simulation the thickness 
of micro-grain disks is unit, herein it is 1 cm. Two types of 
contacts are considered in our DEM model. The first con-
tact is unbonded contact which is described by the linear 
contact model. This is proper for contacts between macro- 
grains, and between micro-grains along cracking shores.  

The second contact is bonded contact which is defined 
between micro-grains and described by the so-called par-
allel bond properties. A parallel bond defines the cementa-
tion between the micro-grains. In a bonded contact, the par-
allel bond provides additional stiffness and strength to the 
contact. The parallel bond can be considered as a circular, 
finite-sized contact surface transmitting normal and tan-
gential forces, corresponding to a cross-section in a beam 
submitted to normal and tangential forces and bending and 
torsional moments. The contact properties assumed in this 
paper are summarized in Table 1.

The uncrushable macro-grains also have a circular 
shape with a diameter of 2 cm and generated using 150 
micro-grains with the diameter of 0.2 cm. The normal and 
shear strength for the contact properties of the uncrush-
able macro-grains are considered as sufficiently high to 
prevent any bond breakage during loading. The normal 
and shear stiffness for the uncrushable macro-grains are 
the same as those for crushable macro-grains.

3 Single macro-grain crushing test
The breakage of bonds in a crushable macro-grain is inves-
tigated for different coordination numbers and the corre-
sponding location of the contact points. Two different con-
tact models are considered: grain-platen contact model 
(GPM) and grain-grain contact model (GGM). In the case 
of GPM the crushable macro-grain is loaded using smooth 
rigid platens. For the GGM, the load is applied to the 
crushable macro-grain using smaller uncrushable mac-
ro-grains, which simulate the situation in a grain assembly 
more realistically. These two models are outlined in more 
detail in the following.

3.1 Grain-platen contact model (GPM)
In order to investigate the effect of number and location of 
the smooth and rigid loading platens on the load-displace-
ment behavior of the crushable macro-grain, three differ-
ent boundary conditions are considered (Fig. 1). In case 
GPM-I the crushable macro grain is vertically compressed 

Table 1 Contact properties

Unbonded contact (linear contact)

Normal and shear stiffness [N/cm] 30000

Friction coefficient 0.55

Bonded contact (parallel-bond contact)

Normal and shear stiffness [N/cm] 600000

Normal and shear strength [N/cm2] 3000

Ratio of bond radius to micro-grain radius 0.5
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between two parallel platens. In case GPM-II three plat-
ens are in contact with the crushable macro-grain where 
the top platen is horizontal and the other two platens make 
45◦ with the horizontal axis. The two inclined platens are 
assumed to be fixed in space and the vertical displacement 
of the top platen is prescribed (Fig. 1b). In case GPM-III  
(Fig. 1c), four perpendicular platens are acting on the 
crushable macro-grain, which moves toward the original 
center of the crushable macro-grain.

3.2 Grain-grain contact model (GGM)
In order to investigate the contact properties in a grain 
assembly more realistically, uncrushable macro-grains 
are placed around the crushable macro-grain. The load is 
transmitted to these uncrushable macro-grains using rigid 
platens with smooth surfaces. Fig. 2 illustrates the differ-
ent boundary conditions which are investigated. Cases 
GGM-I and GGM-II are similar to the cases GPM-I and 
GPM-II, respectively, however, the uncrushable macro- 

grain located at the top is fixed only in the horizontal 
direction, while the displacement is prescribed in the ver-
tical direction. The other uncrushable macro-grains are 
fixed for both the horizontal and the vertical directions 
(Fig. 2a, b). In case GGM-III the crushable macro-grain is 
loaded by four uncrushable macro-grains, which make 90◦ 
angles with each other and all of them are moved toward 
the center of the crushable macro-grain (Fig. 2c).

4 Results of the numerical simulation
4.1 Case GPM-I
The fragmentation pattern shows a main crack in the  
middle of the crushable macro-grain, but the fragmenta-
tion is not perfectly symmetrical (Fig. 3a). The activated 
force first increases with increasing of the prescribed  
vertical displacement and it suddenly drops immediately 
after the peak point (Fig. 3b). The peak point is reached at 
vertical deformation of 2.8 mm and a vertical contact load 
of 6.2 kN.

(a) (b)

        (c)
Fig. 1 Grain-platen contact models: (a) case GPM-I has two parallel contacts; (b) case GPM-II has three contacts; (c) case GPM-III has four contacts

(a) (b)         (c)
Fig. 2 Grain-grain contact models: (a) case GGM-I has two orientation boundaries; (b) case GGM-II has three orientation boundaries;  

(c) case GGM-III has four orientation boundaries
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4.2 Case GPM-II 
In this case the breakage is neither diametric nor sudden 
drop (Fig. 4a, b). When the applied vertical displacement 
reaches a value of 2.25 mm, the maximum vertical force is 
4.7 kN and it is much smaller than in case GPM-I. In this 
state, some bonds are already broken. After the peak point, 
the vertical load first decreases slightly and then increases 
to reach a further peak at about 2.5 mm. A continued ver-
tical displacement leads to a reduction of the vertical load. 
The macro-grain crushes into three main fragments, but 
the shapes of the broken pieces differ significantly. This 
non-symmetric crushing could be a result of the random dis-
tribution of location of micro-grains within the macro-grain. 
As can be concluded from Fig. 4a, the width of the loading 
platen also has a great influence on the pre-peak and post-
peak behavior of the macro-grain. Numerical simulations 
show, that for pre-peak states, the number of particles that 
are in contact with the loading platen is influenced by its 
width. Furthermore a wider platen can keep some broken 
parts of the macro-grain in place for the post-peak state. This 
will lead to a higher loading capacity in post-peak states.

4.3 Case GPM-III
The force-displacement diagram for case GPM-III shows 
a more complex post-peak behavior, which indicates the 
evolution of several major failure zones. The main peak 
point at 6 kN vertical load corresponds to a vertical dis-
placement of 1.4 mm of the top platen. The change of 
the vertical displacement shown in Fig. 5b is the half of 
the total, since the bottom platen simultaneously moves 
upwards. It should be noted that for the case GPM-III, the 
width of the platens has an influence on pre-peak and post-
peak behavior of the macro-grain.

A comparison of the loading capacities of cases GPM-I,  
GPM-II and GPM-III shows a higher capacity of case 
GPM-I. The vertical displacement of the crushable mac-
ro-grain until the reaction force falls to zero is higher in 
the case GPM-III compared to the other cases.

4.4 Case GGM-I
Fig. 6 shows the fragmentation patterns and force-dis-
placement diagram of case GGM-I. Similar to the GPM-I 
the fragmentation patterns show an almost diametric crack 

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3 Case GPM-I: (a) diametric fragmentation patterns; 

(b) force-displacement diagram

(a)

(b)
Fig. 4 Case GPM-II: (a) fragmentation patterns; 

(b) force-displacement diagram
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inside the particle (Fig. 6a) and the breakage mechanism 
is almost a sudden drop (Fig. 6b). The diametric breakage 
takes place at 5.1 kN load and 5.0 mm vertical displace-
ment. As the shape of surface of the grains is irregular it is 
possible to have more than one contact between crushable 
and uncrushable macro-grain. 

A greater number of contacts leads to an enlarged 
contact surface and this can increase during loading. 
The loading capacity of crushable macro-grain in case 
GGM-I is less than in the GPM-I case and a result of the 
less enlarged contact surface. The smaller contact sur-
face corresponds to a smaller number of micro-grains of 
the uncrushable macro-grain, which are in contact with 
micro-grains of the crushable macro-grain. The vertical 
displacement in case GGM-I is higher than in case GPM-I, 
which can be a result of higher deformability of uncrush-
able macro-grain compared to the stiff loading platens in 
GPM cases.

4.5 Case GGM-II
According to Fig. 7a the fragmentation patterns in this 
case consist of three main parts. In contrast to the case 
GPM-II, in the case GGM-II the breakage mechanism 
is a completely sudden drop immediately after the peak 
(Fig. 7b). During loading, several minor drops are visible 
and these are caused by local breakage or a rotation of the 
crushable macro-grain. The vertical displacement of case 
GGM-II is higher than for case GPM-II which is related to 
the deformability of the uncrushable macro-grain located 
at the top. The vertical displacement is higher than in case 
GGM-I because of the higher number of contact points 
with the uncrushable macro-grains.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 5 Case GPM-III: (a) fragmentation patterns; (b) force-displacement 

diagram

(a)

(b)
Fig. 6 Case GGM-I: (a) fragmentation patterns; (b) force-displacement 

diagram
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4.6 Case GGM-III
The fragmentation patterns of case CGM-III can be 
divided into 5 different main parts with different sizes and 
shapes (Fig. 8a). The peak load is 6.2 kN and is reached 
after a vertical displacement of about 3.6 mm. immedi-
ately after the peak the breakage mechanism has a com-
pletely sudden drop (Fig. 8b). It should be noted that the 
bottom platen is also moving upward and the vertical dis-
placement in Fig. 8b is only the corresponding value for 
the top platen. This fact leads to a higher deformability 
until the maximum load is reached compared to the cases 
GGM-I and GGM-II. The maximum loading capacity of 
the case GGM-III is almost the same as in case GGM-II, 
but higher than in case GGM-I.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, the behavior of single macro-grain crush-
ing tests under different boundary conditions is numeri-
cally investigated using the discrete element method. In 
order to investigate the effect of different loading con-
ditions two different contact models are defined: grain-
platen and grain-grain contact models. Numerical simu-
lations are carried out with different number and location 
of contact points. The results show that the boundary con-
dition can have a strong influence on the loading capac-
ity and the fragmentation patterns. Essential results are 
summarized in Table 2. For the grain-platen contact mod-
els the loading capacity of the crushable macro-grain in 
the four platen loading case is almost the same as for the 

(a)

(b)
Fig. 7 Case GGM-II: (a) fragmentation patterns; (b) load-displacement 

diagram

(a)

(b)
Fig. 8 Case GGM-III: (a) fragmentation patterns; (b) load-displacement 

diagram
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two-platen loading case, but breakage occurs as the multi-
step drops. On the other hand, in the case of the grain-
grain contact model the loading capacity of the four-platen 
loading case and the three-platen loading case is almost 

the same. Some minor drops in the reaction force are vis-
ible in GGM cases, while in the GPM cases the pre-peak 
behavior maintains an almost continuous course. After 
the maximum load is reached, a sudden drop of the reac-
tion force can be detected in all GGM cases. The verti-
cal displacements of GGM are higher than GPM which 
can be explained by the deformability of the uncrushable 
macro-grains.
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Table 2 Simulation results for different contact models

Contact Maximum 
force (kN)

Displacement at 
peak point (mm)

Number of 
fragments

GPM-I 6.2 2.8 2

GPM-II 4.7 2.25 3

GPM-III 6.0 1.4 several major parts

GGM-I 5.1 5.0 2

GGM-II 6.3 5.4 3

GGM-III 6.2 3.6 5
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